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Ye Chen also heard the blood dragon's complaint. 

 

"Master, didn't master Hongjun make this box? How could it be so hard? That's all. Find a way to open it 

yourself. " 

 

When ye Chen heard the sound, he opened his eyes and his eyes coagulated. 

 

As soon as I picked it up, I grabbed the flying thing and stuffed it into my arms. 

 

He has been practicing here all day and night. 

 

Since the box absorbed all the poison gas of Wandu Tianzhu, it returned to peace. 

 

Ye Chen tried every means to extract some poison gas from the box for the refining of famine demon 

Sky Sword and disaster sky sword. 

 

The box seemed to release a little poison gas through its heart. 

 

At first, ye Chen only thought the box was stingy, but when he integrated the poison gas into the 

disaster sky sword, he led the endless refining and sublimation of disaster gas. 

 

The poisonous gas was refined into the source of darkness by the box. 

 

This makes Ye Chen more and more curious about the box. 

 



When he opened his eyes, the wild devil Sky Sword appeared in his eyes. In addition to the refining of 

the two word formula of soldiers and array, there was a magic spirit wrapped around it, which was very 

strong. 

 

Ye Chen used part of the power of the wild devil sky sword to point directly at the sky. The sword edge, 

the devil cloud and the extremely introverted brilliance tore the sky silently! 

 

The wild devil Sky Sword is far beyond the peak. 

 

It is worthy of being the Heavenly Sword that inhabits the soul of the old lord. When he finds the next 

container, sends the soul of the old lord and resets Wu Yao, he must kill the four sides with this sword. 

 

After he quenched the wild devil sky sword to the peak, there was no feeding. 

 

It is conceivable that the resources and energy consumed during the period from sword planting to 

peak. 

 

When he understood Kendo more and more deeply, he found that there was a day outside the sky and a 

sword outside the sword. 

 

A sword has more than one peak. 

 

Especially the eight heavenly swords like Optimus Prime. 

 

At this point, ye Chen took the sword into his body. 

 

On the other side of the sky, clouds bloom, and the gorgeous Hongqiao goes straight down, across the 

towering peaks, through the clouds and fog, to the edge of the cliff where ye Chen is located. 

 

"Lord of reincarnation, please come up and talk." 

 



The voice of Senluo Heavenly King resounded through the valley. 

 

Ye Chen hesitated and agreed immediately. 

 

He also had some questions and wanted to find the answer from Senluo Tianjun. 

 

Along Hongqiao, he once again came to the small world where Senluo Tianjun was located. 

 

This world is extremely simple and full of strong aura. Everything only serves the huge heart connecting 

all things. 

 

Ye Chen was still shocked when he saw Senluo Tianjun's heart again. 

 

At his level, the heavenly king and strong man is really a drop of blood that can transform all things and 

a hair that can pass through the sky. 

 

But the Senluo heavenly king was destroyed by the fierce beast Hongjun sat down. His body was 

seriously injured. I don't know when he can recover. 

 

Facing this huge heart, ye Chen can always feel that Senluo Tianjun is looking at himself with a smile. 

 

"Ye Chen, I'd like to thank you for saving my luoshenggu family." 

 

Senluo Tianjun said slowly. 

 

"You're welcome, master. You have been appointed as the holy emperor of heaven, and master Ren is 

my protector. Moreover, elder Luoxi pressed the devil and passed on the stars to me. Such kindness is 

enough for me to fight." 

 

Ye Chen immediately replied, of course, this is also his truth. 



 

"Alas, I've lived for hundreds of thousands of years. I never thought that my Luosheng ancient family 

would be reduced to such a situation and invaded here by a group of evil demons." 

 

Senluo Tianjun sighed and sighed endlessly. 

 

"Not only the Luosheng ancient people, but the other two ancient people are also declining." Ye Chen 

hit the nail on the head and pointed out the problem. 

 

"Influenced by your injury, the whole blood of Luosheng ancient people tends to decline and can no 

longer produce peerless talents, so they have lost the competition among the three ancient people." 

 

"Tianxi ancient people have strong blood, but they are extremely domineering and arrogant. Arrogant 

soldiers will inevitably lose." 

 

"As for the XuanZhen ancient family, it is very powerful, and it is the first of the three families. But living 

in seclusion and not asking about the world, we lack the killing of blood. " 

 

Ye Chen did not avoid suspicion and objectively expressed his views. 

 

The chiefs of the three ancient tribes must have seen better than him, but the stubborn diseases have 

been long and are not easy to remove. 

 

Senluo Tianjun was silent for a long time and suddenly said, "if you can enter our luoshenggu family, our 

family's territory is more than the corner of the endless sea area? Even the dark forbidden sea in the 

outer area can be occupied. " 

 

Ye Chen smiled and didn't speak. 

 

He has his own chessboard, has his own way and has his own goal. He will eventually go to the world 

and cannot become a vassal of other forces. 

 



Even if Senluo Tianjun said he wanted to give Rosen island to himself, he might not inherit it. 

 

However, he knew that Senluo Tianjun came to him not to talk about the development direction of the 

Luosheng family. 

 

He was calm in responding to changes with constancy. 

 

Sure enough, Senluo Tianjun suddenly changed the subject. 

 

"Lord of reincarnation, forgive me for asking, what is your magic weapon to win against ten thousand 

poisonous heavenly beads?" 

 

Senluo Tianjun asked, with a touch of rare eagerness in his tone. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes were slightly chilly. 

 

The sun's red light cut off the small action of covering up. Sure enough, you can't hide it from these old 

guys. 

 

But he didn't panic. He wasn't afraid of these people's desire to win the treasure. 

 

"That's an ordinary box. It was handed over to me after elder Ren came back from the lost time and 

space." 

 

He moved out of Ren Feifan's big backer. 

 

Even if these old monster level characters have the idea of robbing him, Ren extraordinary's sword can 

make them suppress greed. 

 

Senluo Tianjun obviously didn't mean that. 



 

He opened his mouth and said, "to tell you the truth, I did ask you for one thing, which is related to my 

life." 
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Ye Chen's eyes moved slightly. 

 

"The ten thousand poison beads are the most Yin and evil things in the world. If you didn't do it a few 

days ago, I'm afraid the supreme elder of the ancestral land couldn't do anything about the poison 

beads, but the ten thousand poison beads have become a lamb to be slaughtered in front of you." 

 

"You also know that after the first World War in ancient times, my body was destroyed by the giant 

beast that swallowed the sky. It cost countless heaven materials, earth treasures and the power of stars. 

Now I can only maintain the beating of my heart." 

 

Senluo Tianjun's tone was gloomy. 

 

"The sharp teeth of the giant beast swallowing heaven are poisonous! In those years, a trace of poison 

invaded my heart. I didn't notice it. It didn't gradually poison my hair until recent thousands of years. If 

there was no good way, my heart would be swallowed up by the poison within a thousand years. " 

 

Ye Chen heard the speech and understood the meaning of Senluo Tianjun's words. 

 

He saw Ye Chen destroy the ten thousand poison heavenly beads and absorb all the toxicity. 

 

He wondered whether such a treasure could save him. 

 

If Senluo Tianjun dies, I'm afraid the whole Luosheng ancient family will fall apart and no longer exist. 

 



Ye Chen pondered for a long time and finally didn't refuse. 

 

He promised Senluo Tianjun to ask him for advice after Ren extraordinary came back. 

 

"Then thank the Lord of reincarnation first!" Thank you, senro. 

 

Ye Chen smiled. 

 

He always has a clear distinction between kindness and resentment and never seeks selfish ends. 

 

Senluo Tianjun gave him a way to find the fragments of reincarnation holy soul. If he can cure each 

other's diseases, he will not hesitate to work hard. 

 

After the conversation, ye Chen set out to return to XuanZhen island. 

 

Xia Xuansheng and Ji Siqing are still practicing. They live on XuanZhen island and are reluctant to leave. 

 

There is plenty of aura and rich resources here. Cultivation can be said to travel thousands of miles a 

day! 

 

Under the nourishment of ten thousand heavy auras, Xia Xuansheng realized that without thinking, he 

successfully broke through the hundred shackles. 

 

Ji Siqing mastered the rosefinch gate more and more perfectly. 

 

About two days later, Ren Feifan returned from the world. 

 

The day before his return, ye Chen watched the sky at night and saw all kinds of animals galloping. More 

killing Qi penetrated the star region and came straight outside the region. 

 



Only the battle between the top powers is enough to cause such a vision. 

 

Ye Chen can't help worrying about Ren Feifan. 

 

In the world, talented men still remained in concealment, but the strength of the temple was numerous. 

If they were found to be in trouble, it would be extremely difficult to get out of trouble. 

 

Ye Chen stayed in XuanZhen Island, and couldn't step into the world, so he couldn't help. 

 

Even if he goes to the world, with his current strength, he can only be cannon fodder. 

 

Day and night passed, and the vision last night caused a sensation in the whole dark forbidden sea. 

 

Many powers have speculated that great events have taken place in the world. 

 

Ye Chen knows that it must be a battle between Ren Feifan and the feather emperor. 

 

A day later, Ren extraordinary returned. 

 

Ye Chen's hanging heart finally came down. 

 

One thing he brought back was a colorful fruit. Even if he was far away, ye Chen could smell it. The 

fragrance emitted from it was mouth watering. 

 

According to Ren extraordinary, this fruit is the essence of ancient trees in a mysterious place in the 

world. In order to pick up the fruit, he tried to escape from dozens of ancient animals and killed it. 

 

This colorful fruit has the effect of repairing the soul and restricting the heavy damage of rules and 

heaven. 

 



After Ren extraordinary returned, he didn't say much, and didn't mention anything about what 

happened in the world. 

 

Ye Chen didn't ask much. 

 

Ren Feifan, as his lighthouse, will tell him if he wants to speak. 

 

Then, ye Chen followed Ren Feifan through the void and came to the place where Ji Lin lived in a few 

moments. 

 

The little girl is practicing divine deduction at this time. In order not to hurt the origin of the soul, her 

deduction only stays on the surface. 

 

"Elder Ren, brother Ye Chen, you're here!" 

 

The little girl was glad to see them. 

 

Ye Chen habitually touched her head, but looking at Ji Lin's pale face, she still felt a little distressed. 

 

If he had not been contaminated with too much cause and effect, maybe Ji Lin would not have followed 

here from Kunlun. 

 

Along the way, Ji Lin's small body really suffered too much. 

 

"Come with me." 

 

Ren Feifan tore the void again and took them to a geomantic treasure land. 

 

The sun is shining, the layers of forest are dyed, the huge peak goes straight to the sky, and the wide 

waterfall flows down three thousand miles, impacting the whole jungle. 



 

The lake at the foot of the mountain turns into a misty water vapor, refracts the sun, and turns into a 

rainbow bridge. The scenery is very beautiful. It is called spectacular. 

 

Ren extraordinary and the two came to the foot of the waterfall. 

 

This place seems familiar. 

 

Ye Chen raised his chin and looked at it a little, and suddenly remembered. 

 

Isn't this the place where Hong Tianjing is detained? 

 

Last time he practiced the military formula and came here with Ren Feifan. Even he was angry from his 

heart and wanted to kill Hong Tianjing. Finally, he ended in failure. 

 

I don't know Ren extraordinary. What's the purpose of bringing them here this time? 

 

"Her soul and divine consciousness have been backfired by heaven's secrets, and ordinary means cannot 

be repaired." 

 

Ren Feifan glanced at Ji Lin and said faintly. 

 

"The colorful divine fruit only plays an auxiliary role. If you want to refine the medicine, I'm afraid you 

have to rely on the soul barrier set by Hong Tianjing's incoming heavenly daughter." 

 

As soon as Ren Feifan said so, ye Chen understood. 

 

I came here to help Ji Lin beat his soul and recover from his injury with the help of Hong Tianjing's 

barrier. 

 



They flew away along a cave under the waterfall and came to the dark underground cave again. 

 

There are all kinds of taboo means to seal hong Tianjing layer by layer. 

 

And filled with an extremely terrible atmosphere. Even if it has been sealed for many years, Hong 

Tianjing is still the supreme strong, and the rules of Qi will not change. 

 

The broad dungeon blocked all vitality. 

 

Hong Tianjing sat on the ground, which was the only posture he could make. Countless chains wrapped 

around his limbs and body. 

 

As long as he has the idea or action to break free, all the death rules contained in the chain will burst out 

and torture him to death. 

 

Annihilation sword spirit still stood aside, silent and integrated with the darkness. 

 

Until Ren extraordinary and others came in, Hong Tianjing raised his head and slowly raised a playful 

color in his turbid eyes. 

 

"Hehe, unexpectedly, several old friends came to see me again. Why, do you still want to try to kill me?" 

 

Hong Tianjing said with a smile. 

 

However, after his eyes looked at Ye Chen, they gradually showed a dignified color. 

 

Damn it, ye Chen's strength has improved again! 

 

Compared with the last time, it has not improved a bit. 

 



Although on the surface, ye Chen's breath is introverted and no different from ordinary people, who is 

Hong Tianjing? The world was once a powerful party with great prestige. 

 

His ability to know people has been beyond the conventional constraints. 
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In front of Ye Chen, he broke free from the shackles of the real realm and entered a new realm. 

 

Moreover, this guy's actual combat effectiveness is by no means as simple as it appears. 

 

Annihilation sword spirit also found this and unconsciously stepped back two steps. 

 

If he could fight with Ye Chen last time. 

 

Now he, I'm afraid Ye Chen can kill him as soon as he raises his hand. 

 

He could not help feeling that the luck of the Lord of reincarnation was indeed invincible in the world. 

 

There are thousands of star regions in Hong Tianjing's eyes. After the stars are annihilated, Hong 

Tianjing looks gloomy. 

 

Now ye Chen, I'm afraid he has practiced at least two nine heavenly gods! 

 

In his perception, ye Chen's order God chain is clear and transparent, which has a great potential for 

further evolution. 

 

It also represents the order God chain of Qi and fortune. It is coiled into a flying dragon and an ancient 

Phoenix, whistling up to the sky and shining in appearance. 



 

"You... Have become a thousand heavy buildings palm?" 

 

Hong Tianjing frowned and asked aloud. 

 

Ye Chen didn't answer positively and sneered. 

 

"Don't you boast that you can see through the past and present and deduce the secret of heaven? Then 

take a good look with your eyes. " 

 

Hong Tianjing's look changed, and endless ferocity filled the cave. 

 

Ji Lin had never seen the power of Hong Tianjing. Such heavy pressure made her a little flustered, and a 

touch of fear appeared on her small face. 

 

Ye Chen patted her on the back, indicating not to be nervous. 

 

"Don't worry, this guy is sealed here and can't escape. Now he's just a paper tiger." 

 

Ye Chen's words are indifferent and calm, but they are very harsh in Hong Tianjing's ears. 

 

Hong Tianjing stared at Ye Chen. The Qi of killing and cutting filled the air and gathered into a blood 

moon. 

 

When the blood moon appeared, the whole cave roared. 

 

Hong Tianjing's body is shrouded in black light, like an ancient war demon God. 

 

When ye Chen saw this, his eyes coagulated, but he still tilted his lips. 

 



Let alone Hong Tianjing in the sealed state, even if Hong Tianjing can break away from this seal and see 

the sun again, he can't escape Ren extraordinary sword. 

 

Not far away, Ren Feifan smiled, brushed his sleeve and waved his palm, and the holy power made the 

restless dark atmosphere stable immediately. 

 

Hong Tianjing looked gloomy and stopped talking. 

 

Annihilation sword spirit shrinks the whole shadow to the corner for fear of being noticed by Ren 

extraordinary. 

 

After all, now he can be neglected. 

 

"Ren Feifan, don't think I'm locked up here, so I can't know the news from the outside world." 

 

"If Ren tiannv gets the wish, she will be doomed to die if she betrays wanxu and becomes a self-

supporting sect. I told you a long time ago that no one can violate the majesty of the feather emperor. " 

 

When it comes to the feather emperor, Hong Tianjing's eyes look fanatical. 

 

He spoke recklessly, naturally relying on the prohibition and protection of the supreme daughter. 

 

And he doesn't believe that with his provocative words, Ren extraordinary will forcibly break this ban at 

the cost of injury. 

 

In that way, he will not only be injured, but also be locked in position by the feather emperor. 

 

As for ye Chen, he has no ability to break the ban. 

 

Restricted by rules, the passage of time in underground caves is much slower than that in the outside 

world. One year here is equivalent to five years in the outside world. 



 

Even so, it is only a few months before Hong Tianjing gets out of trouble. 

 

Recently, there has been no peace between the supreme world and the world, and the wanxu temple 

has sent people to the lower world again and again to the place where Hong Tianjing is detained to try 

every means to help him break the taboo. 

 

Other forces also sent people here to talk with Hong Tianjing. 

 

All this is under extraordinary control. 

 

Hong Tianjing is ferocious, capricious and powerful. 

 

At that time, as one of the great generals under the feather emperor, I don't know how many innocent 

creatures were slaughtered. 

 

If such a cruel man gets out of trouble, I'm afraid the whole heaven and world will suffer. 

 

But no one can stop the prohibition of the siege of Hong Tianjing from slowly dying out. 

 

"Let me see how far your nine day magic skill has grown." 

 

Hong Tianjing grinned and stretched out a finger. 

 

Seeing this finger, ye Chen looked awe inspiring. 

 

Of course he could tell. The last time Hong Tianjing showed this finger through the void in front of him, 

he took him into multiple illusions. 

 

Ren Feifan neither stopped nor helped, but called Ji Lin aside and stayed out of the matter. 



 

Hong Tianjing laughed proudly and wildly. 

 

When his finger is crushed down, it can produce endless illusion space. 

 

In his space field, he is the creator and creator God, who can handle everything. 

 

Ye Chen once again came to the chaotic universe. This is a legendary battlefield. The debris of the planet 

floats everywhere, thousands of families in the sky, and countless corpses stand in the air and never die. 

 

Between Huo and ran, a huge vortex appeared in the depths of chaos, becoming more and more 

intense, with the trend of swallowing the whole starry sky. 

 

In the deepest part of the vortex, a finger carrying the mighty power of heaven fell slowly, and the space 

collapsed and the void exploded, as if no one could be enemy. 

 

At the beginning, ye Chen would be thrilled and frightened. 

 

But now he snorted coldly, directly mobilized his magic power and used the palm of a thousand towers. 

 

The daqianchonglou palm, which belongs to the Lord of reincarnation, ranks first in the nine heavenly 

gods. It has great power and infinite power. One palm can break the stars, destroy the universe and split 

chaos. 

 

Ye Chen pushed out a palm, the universe seemed to be shaking, and the unspeakable anti sky combat 

power burst out at a high speed, which was even more overwhelming than the falling of hundreds of 

millions of stars. 
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"What?!" 

 

Hong Tianjing's ferocious face finally showed a look of shock. 

 

The fingers covering the universe, under the heavy blow of this palm, unexpectedly burst into pieces like 

the wreckage of the planet. 

 

The broken void in front of Ye Chen also disappeared, and he returned to the cave again. 

 

This time, I met Hong Tianjing's bipolar and complex eyes. 

 

"I didn't expect you to cultivate daqianchonglou palm to such an extent. It seems that I underestimated 

you." 

 

Hong Tianjing faintly regretted. He was wondering why he didn't spend some money to kill Ye Chen. 

 

It is infinite to keep this future trouble. 

 

Now he shows his illusory space again, which is useless to Ye Chen. 

 

Of course, in his current state. 

 

If we extricate ourselves from difficulties and continuously recover our strength, it will not be too 

difficult to kill Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen summoned the dragon Yuan Heavenly Sword, and the bloody dragon roared out and cut to 

Hong Tianjing. Finally, he was stopped by the restriction of shackles and turned into invisibility. 

 

"Hehe, even if you make rapid progress, the prohibition set by Ren tiannv is not something you can 

break if you want to." 



 

Ye Chen tried again twice, but he failed. 

 

He looked depressed and annoyed on the surface. 

 

"Hong Tianjing, wait. I came here today to kill your dog!" 

 

Ye Chen turns around and brings Ji Lin forward. 

 

When entering the cave, ye Chen actually asked Ji Lin to take the colorful fruit. 

 

If Ji Lin's injured soul is compared to the black iron to be tempered, the colorful fruit is a burning fire. 

 

Where's the hammer? 

 

Ye Chen looked at Hong Tianjing and said in a deep voice, "Ji Lin, observe his past and future with your 

secret deduction!" 

 

The little girl nodded cleverly. 

 

She has the same heart with Ye Chen. As long as she deduces a little, she can get the information Ye 

Chen sent to her. 

 

The prohibition set by Hong Tianjing has a tempering effect on the damage to the soul. 

 

Under the protection of colorful divine fruit, the prohibition left by Ren tiannv became the key to 

recovery. 

 



Hong Tianjing laughed wildly. The spirit of yin and evil was overwhelming and roaring. It gathered into a 

dark cloud over his head. Countless evil spirits roared and roared, and the ferocious pupils stared at the 

little girl. 

 

Hong Tianjing got up slowly, his long hair was scattered, his face was terrible, and the invisible pressure 

was released. 

 

He stared at the little girl and showed his sharp blood teeth. 

 

It was left after tearing and swallowing the corpse of the monster. 

 

Hong Tianjing wanted to frighten Ji Lin, but unexpectedly, the little girl turned her mouth. 

 

"Do you think aunt Ben was scared? Your name is Hong Tianjing, isn't it? " 

 

She took out a black flag and put it on the ground. Then she pinched her fingers and drew the heaven 

and earth of yin and Yang. 

 

The art of cloud top deduction is mysterious and extraordinary. When ye Chen handed it to Ji Lin, she 

didn't expect her to fully understand and become a generation of master of heaven's secrets. 

 

But the little girl was unexpected and took her cultivation to another level. 

 

If it weren't for her curiosity, she would have entered the ranks of master Tianji. 

 

Ji Lin looked calm and his eyes were flexible. 

 

Since she showed her talent to deduce the secret of heaven, the whole person's divine knowledge has 

gone through hundreds of millions of years. What kind of gods and Demons has she never seen? 

 

Hong Tianjing's only dark cloud at this time, in her opinion, is just as ridiculous as a child's play. 



 

Hong Tianjing was also stunned. 

 

The skeleton on his head slowly retracted and the clouds dissipated. 

 

At the same time, Ji Lin pulled out the flag, and there were ancient runes in his pupils. 

 

The black flag fluttered without wind, blooming with a white light, and the ancient grain runes flickered 

continuously. 

 

On the front of the chess piece, the stars appeared, and the Tianjiao of countless races fought heartily, 

and the cry shook the sky and spread all over the wilderness. 

 

"This is..." 

 

The eternal flag in the sky. 

 

It is said that this flag can only be born in people's divine knowledge and spirit. Every owner will be 

added by Qi. In the future, he will step into the way of heaven and deduce all things. 

 

When the flag grows to cover a region, it can even push back the way of heaven, change life against the 

sky, and leave it alone forever in its own way. 

 

Hong Tianjing didn't expect the little girl brought by Ye Chen to have such a natural appearance. 

 

While his thoughts were turning, Ji Lin had begun to deduce his divine consciousness. 

 

Every deduction will touch the prohibition left by Ren tiannv and form a rebound. 

 

The vast power diffused, and the small black flag could not resist. 



 

Ren Feifan took a step behind the little girl and sprayed soft power between her palms. 

 

One hard and one soft, one front and one back. 

 

The two forces deadlocked and collided with each other, gathering the central point to the little girl. 

 

Ye Chen used the technique to check, and was pleasantly surprised to find that Ji Lin's soul was gradually 

recovering under the tempering of the ancient prohibition. 

 

At first, Hong Tianjing thought Ye Chen was whimsical and planned to break the ban. 

 

So he was ready to stick to his position and let him return in vain. 

 

But unexpectedly, all the power of taboo broke out and gathered on the little girl. 

 

Ji Lin's small face showed a trace of pain. 

 

But it soon disappeared. 

 

After thousands of times of tempering, the little girl's injury was basically completely recovered. She 

opened her eyes and was very happy. 

 

"Well, it's a success at last." 

 

Ye Chenchang breathed a sigh of relief. 

 

Hong Tianjing, who repeatedly triggered the seal taboo, also understood what it was like. 

 



His face turned black immediately, the thunder was furious, and there were ghosts crying and howling in 

the cave. It seemed that countless evil spirits gathered here and waved their teeth and claws. 
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"Damn it! How dare you take me as a furnace for tempering tripod! I want you to pay the price! " 

 

Hong Tianjing, as the supreme power in the world, is sealed by Ren tiannv, but the trapped animals are 

still fighting, and the remaining power still exists. 

 

Such an insult disturbed his state of mind. 

 

Hong Tianjing wants to cut Ye Chen thousands of times in order to calm his anger. 

 

However, all these magical visions were cut off by a clear sword light. 

 

Ren Feifan holds a long sword and pulls it at will. The shadow of the giant whale appears faintly. It 

seems that a towering tsunami rolls out and drowns the gods and ghosts in the cave. 

 

Hong Tianjing was poured with a basin of cold water to return to his original shape. The idea of sealing 

him was to send out a dark light and close it again to prevent Hong Tianjing from breaking free. 

 

But who knows, Hong Tianjing not only didn't converge, but laughed more and more wildly. His eyes 

suddenly changed, surging with endless darkness and staring at Ren extraordinary. 

 

"I can't imagine that you will be injured even if you are a noble family. You should have gone to the 

world. What about? Have you learned the strength of the feather emperor? No matter how you 

struggle, you can't escape the fate controlled by the feather emperor, and so can Ren tiannv! " 

 

Hong Tianjing laughed wildly, and his eyes burst out with an extremely hot look. 



 

The feather emperor is his faith and strength! 

 

In his opinion, only the strongest in the world can stand on the top and overlook all living beings. 

 

Ren Feifan glanced at him, didn't say much, turned and left. 

 

Ye Chen followed with her little girl, but when she left the cave, ye Chen turned around and said coldly: 

 

"I will take your annihilation Heavenly Sword. I hope you can hold on until the seal is released. At that 

time, I will let you realize how it feels to die one second before the seal is broken." 

 

His voice is as frosty as cold iron, which has been implicitly contained in the law of the great road, and 

the momentum of the Lord of reincarnation shows signs, towering and domineering. 

 

Hong Tianjing disdained the darkest place in the depths of the earth. 

 

After several people left, Hong Tianjing clenched his fist and turned red. 

 

It's false to say you don't hate! 

 

The mighty king of heaven can crush the star field and trample on the planet at the first thought. At this 

time, he has ended up in such a situation! 

 

It's all the damn Ren family and the Lord of reincarnation! 

 

Hong Tianjing's hatred turns into a substantive black awn. He needs to pierce this prohibition and go 

straight to the sky. 

 



Wild animals and monks within thousands of kilometers outside felt this strong resentment, and their 

legs softened and panicked. 

 

"Master, please don't get angry, otherwise the seal will be tighter and tighter." 

 

Annihilation sword spirit stepped forward and gently persuaded. 

 

Hong Tianjing's mood calmed down slowly. 

 

The cave is silent again. 

 

…… 

 

Leaving the place where Hong Tianjing was imprisoned and returning to the place of Ji Lin, the little girl 

has lost her mind to live alone and said she wants to wander with Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen is helpless. Now the little girl has been infected with Hong Tianjing's cause and effect in order to 

heal her wounds. I'm afraid the other party will not give up in the future. 

 

"Well, you stay here for a while and I'll pick you up in a few days." 

 

Ye Chen said to him. 

 

Ji Lin smiled sweetly. 

 

On the way back to XuanZhen Island, ye Chen and Ren Feifan couldn't help asking, "elder Ren, you're 

going to the world. Can something important happen? " 

 

Ren extraordinary's footsteps paused, and his eyes were full of complexity. 

 



But this complexity is turned into relief in an instant. 

 

"Well, I met the Jade Emperor." 

 

Ye Chen's pupil suddenly shrinks. 

 

The worst he expected happened. 

 

"I had a fight with him at the top of Tianshan Mountain. There are no rules like the lower bound in the 

world. The strength of the Emperor Yu makes it difficult for me to resist." 

 

Ren Feifan said these words blandly. 

 

He has worked hard for thousands of years, and his accomplishments have reached an amazing level, 

becoming the forefront of the world in one fell swoop. 

 

But the ancient emperor Yu Huang is the pioneer of the new era, the supreme ancient emperor. 

 

Under his rule, there are different classes in the heavens, the world is prosperous, and the lower world 

is chaotic. 

 

Rao is so, the ancient feather emperor still has supreme hegemony. 

 

The old lord was defeated by him, and the demon ancestor was fearless of his majesty. 

 

The two great geniuses born in the sky, Ren Feifan and Ren tiannv, are talented, but there is a gap in 

their real strength. 

 

"The ancient emperor Yuhuang led the nine heavenly kings of the Yuhuang family to set up a Xingluo 

chess array to trap me at the top of Tianshan Mountain." 



 

Ren extraordinary continued. 

 

Ye Chen took a breath when he heard the speech. 

 

Xingluo chess array. 

 

He once heard that the Xingluo chess array was created by the ancient emperor Yu Huang, who broke 

through chaos and linked the Qi of heaven and earth by the power of external stars. 

 

The power of the explosion is unmatched. If someone is trapped in it, he will be surrounded by the pure 

blood disciples of the Yuhuang family until he is cut by the star sword. 

 

Moreover, this large array has high requirements for blood. Only the lineage of the royal family with 

pure feather can start the control. 

 

The Xingluo chess array presided over by the ancient emperor Yu Huang must be assisted by many 

heavenly kings of the wanxu temple! 

 

It must have taken a lot of effort for Ren Feifan to escape. 

 

Seeing ye Chen's face showing doubt and falling into thinking, Ren extraordinary smiled faintly and 

immediately said, "it was Ren tiannv who broke the star Luo Qi array with me." 

 

Ye Chen was completely shocked. 

 

He would rather believe that Mo Zu wudian would help Ren extraordinary than associate the 

participation of the supreme daughter. 

 

"You don't understand, do you? She gave me a hand and then disappeared. " 

 



"Just as I was returning to the lower boundary, a dragon appeared to escort me to a secret passage to 

leave the world of the Taishang to avoid being surrounded by the wanxu temple again. The Dragon 

turned into a woman and asked me to bring such things to you. " 

 

The same light and shadow fell out of Ren extraordinary's sleeve robe and flew into Ye Chen's hands. 

 

Ye Chen looked curiously and found that it was actually a white jade pendant. 

 

The jade pendant is snow-white without any complicated words. When ye Chen tries to introduce a 

spirit weapon into it, a change takes place. 

 

The jade pendant emits a glittering light, and there are symbols on it. It is like an ancient text, holy and 

brilliant. 

 

Without waiting for ye Chen to study those mysterious symbols carefully, he floated out automatically, 

like a flying butterfly. 

 

Ye Chen's blood seemed to be sensing and boiling in his body. 

 

"This is..." Ye Chen noticed ye luo'er's breath. 

 

"Go back again. It's not suitable to open here." 

 

Ren extraordinary waved his big hand and after a few breaths, they returned to XuanZhen island. 

 

They found a quiet place, and ye Chen transmitted his blood to the jade pendant again. 

 

The jade pendant shook violently and showed thousands of visions. The most shocking scene was a peak 

battle in the world. 

 



Ye Chen recognized the man who resisted thousands of troops with his own strength. It was Ren 

extraordinary. 

 

Ren extraordinary holds a long sword and faces the world alone. His body is elegant and dusty. When he 

raises his hand, he destroys the sky and the earth, and the starry sky collapses. 
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Across from him, in a distant place, dozens of strong people are blurred, including the shining old 

people. 

 

That man is the supreme emperor between heaven and earth, the feather emperor and the ancient 

emperor. 

 

Ren Feifan clashed with the Xingluo chess array presided over by the ancient emperor Yu Huang and 

fought a decisive battle on the top of Tianshan Mountain. Hundreds of millions of spaces seemed to 

ignite a fire and create another Shura hell. 

 

The sky changes from emerald blue to dark red, endless flames burn, and volcanic ashes spread all over 

the world. The scene is spectacular and Soul-catching. 

 

The rolling of the way of heaven and the great power of the array shook out, and the afterwave crushed 

tens of thousands of stars nearby. 

 

With his own strength, Ren Feifan resisted for a long time and eventually fell into the disadvantage. It is 

at this time that an extremely strong cultivation breath came here to frighten the world. It seems that 

thousands of worlds have rioted for it at one time! 

 

The Empress Dowager arrives and helps Ren Feifan escape from the array together. 

 

Then came the angry roar of the feather emperor. 



 

The picture disappears here. Ye luo'er should be watching the war far away. Then he goes to catch up 

with Ren extraordinary and gives it to him. 

 

At this point, ye Chen's heart is complex. 

 

His aura was transmitted for half an hour before a gap was opened at the top of the jade pendant. 

 

There are two things floating out of the gap. The familiar vast breath, the divine brilliance and the 

resonance between heaven and earth are the fragments of the holy soul. 

 

Ye Chen was immediately overjoyed. 

 

This jade pendant even contains fragments of beast soul path! You should know that he used to rely on 

the fragments of the human soul path and entered the legendary Wuxu realm that can cut off 99 

shackles. 

 

But then he looked complicated. 

 

Yeluoer's move is tantamount to pushing herself into a situation of eternal doom. 

 

The heavenly daughter will not let her go. 

 

Ye Chen received another floating light. 

 

The light was very soft. As soon as ye Chen touched, a sense of familiarity burst out. 

 

Look carefully, ye Chen is stunned. 

 

This light is actually made by Ye luo'er with the original soul power, who can choose to open it. 



 

The light was close to Ye Chen and perched on his shoulder. It looked very close. 

 

Ye Chen was deeply moved. Ye luo'er had to believe in himself before he could send a message with his 

soul. 

 

The line after line of Junxiu font floated into Ye Chen's mind, which was written by Ye Luoer himself. 

 

The writing style is light and ordinary. The letter contains no laments or complaints, but only a faint 

yearning. 

 

It's really yelol's style. 

 

On one side, Ren extraordinary nature also saw the value of this gift. He sighed and said, "Ye Luoer's 

disaster is not small. Ye Chen, don't bear this person." 

 

Ye Chen nodded, closed his eyes and let the fragments of reincarnation holy soul day enter his body. 

 

…… 

 

In the supreme world, the whole wanxu temple is extremely quiet, and people close to the inner hall 

dare not make a noise. 

 

After the feather emperor led his troops back, he entered the ancient hall and practiced in isolation. 

 

Many people did not look well when they saw the feather emperor, as if they were suppressing their 

anger. 

 

At this time, no one dared to disturb him. 

 



The highest part of the palace is extremely luxurious. There are many treasures and elixirs floating. The 

feather emperor sits on a futon with thousands of stars deep in his eyebrows. 

 

The crack of the military formula is constantly repaired and filled by the power of thousands of stars. It is 

endless and boundless. 

 

The ancient emperor Yu Huang gathered the good fortune of all heaven and opened a way for himself. 

As long as Brahma's divine skill reached perfection, he could take the last step to ascend to heaven in 

one fell swoop and become a person who crossed the reality like Hongjun's ancestor. 

 

No, Hongjun is by no means the ultimate goal he pursues. 

 

At this time, the ancient emperor Yu Huang, who practiced the military formula, could not fully 

meditate. 

 

A few days ago, he sensed the trace of Ren extraordinary, led people to pursue and fight with him at the 

top of Tianshan Mountain, and offered the ultimate killing move of the Yuhuang family, Xingluo chess 

array. 

 

Even if he can't be killed, Ren extraordinary can also make him hit and frustrated, slow down the pace of 

growth, and even cut off part of his connection with the Qi of the avenue and cut off his upper limit. 

 

But at the last moment, the heavenly daughter suddenly appeared and helped Ren extraordinary escape 

from here. 

 

The feather emperor was not afraid. Even if the two families joined hands, they could not hurt him. 

 

However, such a trend makes the feather emperor have doubts. 

 

Both Ren tiannv and Ren Feifan are people who know everything from heaven to earth. Their future 

achievements are immeasurable. Both are the destiny of Ren family and occupy the family's luck. If 

dragons and tigers compete, they will be hurt. 

 



The feather emperor never worried about the grudges between the two and was destined to end with 

life and death. 

 

Otherwise, they are full of demons and cannot become the strong one at the top of the pyramid. 

 

Now the situation has changed a little. 

 

The fate of the two Ren families actually joined hands. Although it was only a short time, it was not a big 

threat. 

 

However, the trend of the avenue rules has changed a little. 

 

It's all because of one person. 

 

Lord of reincarnation. 

 

Ren Feifan has a deep relationship with him and is a close friend. 

 

The heavenly daughter is also related to it. 

 

An invisible line connects the two Ren family's destiny. 

 

The feather emperor pinched his fingers and inferred that he could only glimpse a corner of the future 

and could not further explore it. 

 

If he continues to peep into the future and peek into the secrets of heaven, he may be strongly backfired 

by the avenue of heaven and earth, and the gains outweigh the losses. 

 

While concentrating on cultivation, the sound of thunder suddenly sounded outside the wanxu temple. 

 



"What's going on?" 

 

The feather emperor opened his eyes. 

 

Only when the lineal blood of the family dies, or things that are not conducive to the wanxu temple are 

born, leidao will give a warning. 

 

The feather emperor once again deduced the secret of heaven. This time, he aimed his eyes at the world 

of heaven, not just the world! 
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At the same time, a certain location, the edge of the cliff. 

 

In the secret cave. 

 

The divine light is towering, burning, dazzling and shining, penetrating from heaven to earth. 

 

A piece of debris floats in it, holy and bright, incomparable. 

 

The picture flashed by and couldn't be seen clearly, but it was enough to be sure with the breath. 

 

"It's you! Lord of reincarnation. " 

 

The feather emperor drank with a deep voice and his eyes were angry. 

 

The only variable in heaven and earth that is unfavorable to him is the Lord of reincarnation. 

 



Reincarnation transcends all boundaries, is not dominated by fate, nor is it under the jurisdiction of 

heaven. 

 

Samsara is a cycle of samsara and has the potential to climb to the top of the world. 

 

He once again used his supernatural powers to deduce the future, no matter how he backfired. 

 

At the same time, it also deduces the action trend of the Lord of reincarnation. 

 

Unfortunately, a mysterious force blocked his exploration. 

 

"His reincarnation soul is further perfectly integrated! It's hateful! " 

 

The Yuhuang ancient emperor used the former word formula, which is the strongest peeping into the 

secret of heaven in the world. It can deduce the way of heaven, see through life and death and know the 

future. 

 

You can also recall the past and clearly understand someone or something. 

 

Without speculation, he can get clues that the appearance of the supreme heavenly daughter must be 

related to the Lord of reincarnation. 

 

With the gradual deduction of the secret of heaven, what happened is gradually clear, such as the spray 

in the mirror. 

 

The former word formula turns into a divine light around the emperor, illuminating the fog in front of 

him, peeping into the cause and effect, and letting the emperor know all the causes and consequences. 

 

Ren Feifan came to the supreme world and obtained colorful divine fruits. 

 



This colorful divine fruit must be of great use, so that Ren Feifan can go back to the world to pick it at 

great risk. 

 

The ancient emperor Yu Huang kept silent and deduced again. 

 

Suddenly, his face changed. 

 

Another powerful force appeared in the air. A fragment between the past and the future blocked his 

peeping. 

 

"Ren tiannv! Why are you again? " 

 

The feather emperor's face sank and his eyes burst into a towering light. 

 

The dazzling light penetrates through ancient and modern times and reaches the depths of human soul. 

 

When you reach the secret space-time, you will be dissolved immediately by a gentle force. 

 

The empty rules are distorted, and time and space are messy and broken, like a broken mirror. 

 

In the broken mirror, Ren tiannv's voice was as cold as ice. 

 

"Emperor Yu, take care of your superior world. You don't need to worry about the lower world for the 

time being." 

 

The nine heaven divine skill she practiced was the nine heaven simple formula, which was the method of 

cultivating the mind. 

 

From another point of view, the status of Jiutian Shenshu is respected, and Jiutian baopu can also be 

called the first mental skill in the world. 



 

When you reach the peak of cultivation, you don't need to go there in person or separate yourself. You 

can reach the heaven and the world in one thought. 

 

God, Buddha, ghost, ox, horse and snake are all within the scope of mind. 

 

This time, the mind of the supreme daughter shrouded the whole dark forbidden sea. 

 

Even the Jade Emperor, who has always been calm, can't help getting angry from his heart at this time! 

 

"Ren tiannv! You pretended to obey our wanxu temple, but in order to get the supreme treasure, you 

betrayed the temple, established a sect alone, and obstructed me again and again. Are you really afraid 

to take you? " 

 

The feather emperor looked cold. 

 

But I'm helpless inside. 

 

He superimposed the triple word formula, but he could not break the spiritual array intertwined by Ren 

tiannv. 

 

Ren tiannv has practiced this method since she was a child. She has reached the peak and is superb. No 

one in the world can match her. 

 

Although he is the first person in the world under the sky, his real combat power is above the supreme 

daughter. 

 

But in terms of spiritual strength, it is still a little weaker. 

 

It is by virtue of this method that the Empress Dowager hid from the emperor. 

 



"Emperor Yu, you are too anxious. The Lord of reincarnation is still weak. Why not fight to the death 

after he becomes strong? There are only a few people like you and me in this world. It's extremely 

boring. Why settle down? " 

 

The sigh of Ren tiannv came faintly. 

 

The feather emperor sneered. 

 

He won't let potential enemies thrive. 

 

Especially the unpredictable existence of the Lord of reincarnation. 

 

"Your spiritual power is indeed unmatched, but what if the emperor wants to see the dark forbidden 

sea?" 

 

In the words of the feather emperor, he carried a Senran killing opportunity. 

 

When he reached the extreme, his killing intention burst out from his fingertips, tore time and space, 

met the resistance of the future and the past, directly burned into a black flame, divided countless 

chains, and bound all the rules of time and space. The breath is very terrible. 

 

Seeing this scene, the spiritual power of the supreme daughter obviously stagnated. 

 

Far away in the mysterious place, she showed a move to strengthen her mind and strengthen the 

spiritual power around the dark forbidden sea. 

 

The hazy mist emerged and woven into a gorgeous net. 

 

The ultimate killing intention is the "military formula" of the feather emperor. 

 

The incomplete "military formula" still breaks out the smell of destroying the sky and the earth. 



 

However, Ren tiannv was not alarmed. 

 

It is obvious that this military word formula has not been cultivated to the peak, otherwise the nine 

word formula will hold its hand, and the ancient emperor Yu Huang has already reached the top of the 

world! 

 

"Ren tiannv, do you know the wonderful use of this military word formula?" 

 

Ren tiannv smiled with a ethereal voice. 

 

"I don't know, I don't want to know." 

 

The character of the supreme daughter is still as bright as ever, even in the face of the emperor. 

 

The feather emperor smiled and pinched the formula with both hands. 

 

In the military formula, the power of killing and cutting should be the first. 

 

Similarly, the word "Bing" also contains infinite meaning of change. 

 

The change of soldiers is a trick. 

 

The ancient emperor Yu Huang was extremely motivated, but he didn't use the military formula. 

 

Fighting word formula, fighting turns heaven and earth! 

 

"The word" fight "runs through the ages. No matter what era it is, only blood can stand in a strong place, 

and only change can survive for a long time." 

 



The voice of the ancient emperor Yu Huang is like Buddha chanting scriptures and elucidating theories. 

Through a thunderbolt in the depths of time and space, the groundbreaking chaotic breath gushes out, 

enveloping the military word formula condensed to the extreme. 

 

In the supreme world, Ren tiannv's face slightly changed as she floated above the wish fairy pool. 

 

She never thought that the ancient emperor would make up for the defect of the military formula with 

the Dou formula. 

 

He overlooked a very important point. 

 

Shuttling between the past and the future is not the real world! 

 

The ancient emperor Yu Huang used the power of Dou Zi Jue to reverse heaven and earth, breaking a 

gap in the mind array. 

 

Ren tiannv sighed slightly. 

 

This time she was careless. 

 

But there was not much confusion on her face. 

 

The feather emperor wants to spy on the cause and effect of the dark forbidden sea? I'm afraid she 

promised, and neither would the other two. 

 

Under the control of the ancient emperor Yu Huang, Bing Zi Jue and Dou Zi Jue are integrated with each 

other, and the special time and space gives them unparalleled power. 

 

Just when this roaring killing intention was about to tear up the defense above the dark forbidden sea, a 

sword light, like a dragon whispering and a tiger roaring, ran strong into the void and blocked the way of 

the double word formula. 
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Following the sword light is a giant whale tossing in the ocean. 

 

At the end of the boundless sea, it seems that there is Yingying brilliance, through ancient and modern 

times, growing on the other side of nothingness and time. 

 

The phantom evolved from the giant whale divine tree once again blocked the feather emperor. 

 

"Feather emperor, please go back." 

 

Shuttling through nothingness and time is Ren extraordinary voice. 

 

The feather emperor was so angry that he couldn't fight anywhere. The two of Ren's family were against 

him everywhere. 

 

But both of them have the method to avoid killing moves. Even if he finds their hiding place, he can't 

completely kill them. 

 

"Hehe, Ren Feifan, in the world of nothingness, your giant whale can't stop him for a long time. Another 

one who watches the war secretly also comes out, otherwise it's your field that will suffer." 

 

Ren tiannv said like a reminder. Before long, a hearty laughter came out of the dark and deep void. 

 

"She is worthy of being the heavenly daughter. Her spiritual power is so terrible that she realized my 

existence early in the morning." 

 

The speaker is the demon ancestor Wutian. 

 



The dark white bone lotus blooms quietly, like the other shore flowers coming out of hell one after 

another, and the flower heart drops blood. 

 

On the white bone lotus, the figures of ancient demons and gods appeared faintly. 

 

Facing the duel formula of double integration, the giant whale tree slowly retreated, and the huge blue 

sea whale opened its mouth and sprayed two bloody sword lights. 

 

The sword light soared into the sky, killing time. At the junction of illusion and reality, countless space-

time laws were broken, and the murderous spirit flowed in the almost static space. 

 

"Blood moon butcher God cut!" 

 

Ren Feifan ignored others and shouted. 

 

The roaring gap gathered into several huge blood moons, crushed the stars and crossed the world. 

 

On the other side, the white bone lotus blooms faster and faster, as if to arouse the storm air flow of the 

world, lead to countless ancient demons and gods, and disturb the peace of the world. 

 

The dark field rises in the air and turns into pale streamers. 

 

The unreal shadow of the devil ancestor stood with his hands on his back, looking indifferent. 

 

"The magic compass! Open! " 

 

The magic compass building, one of the seven treasures of Hongjun, is now in the world! 

 

The supreme mystery and profound meaning made this void unable to support, and even broke inch by 

inch. 



 

Countless skeleton palms broke out of the sky's eyes and spread thousands of miles like the end of the 

world. 

 

"Emperor Yu, the dark forbidden sea is my territory. You enter without my permission. Can you pay 

attention to me, the old alliance?" 

 

The devil ancestor smiled calmly, but the light of hatred surged in the depths of his eyes. 

 

The hatred between the wanxu temple and the old alliance can never be dissolved. 

 

Perhaps the hatred will not end until the wanxu Temple wantonly attacks the dark forbidden sea and 

slaughters the old alliance, or the demon ancestor has no heaven to revive the tianwu immortal gate, kill 

the supreme world and overthrow the wanxu temple. 

 

The feather emperor looked at him coldly. 

 

"It is indeed the emperor's dereliction of duty that the remaining evils of the old era still exist in this 

world." 

 

The devil Zu Wutian was cold all over and sent out, squeezing the void behind him, and countless stars 

burst into powder. 

 

Both sides have torn their faces and have nothing to say. 

 

The devil Zu wudian looked at Ren Feifan and said expressionless, "if you want to keep the secret of the 

Lord of reincarnation, you'd better not let the divine consciousness of the feather emperor enter the 

dark forbidden sea." 

 

Ren Feifan stood in the light of the towering sword, looked straight ahead. 

 

"You and I will cut off his divine consciousness." 



 

Ren Feifan said this and completely urged the sword formula, regardless of whether the demon ancestor 

Wutian agreed or not. 

 

The boundless sword light condenses a big world, mountains and rivers collapse, light and shadow float 

and sink, and endless Avenue causality contains it and tears Everything. 

 

This big world is impressively against the double word formula of the feather emperor. 

 

The demon ancestor Wutian threw out one of the Hongjun seven treasures in his hand: the magic 

compass. 

 

This thing contains the truth of heaven that the Buddha and the devil are the same. The Buddha is the 

devil and the devil is the Buddha. They don't distinguish you from me. 

 

A demon and a Buddha sitting in the void has infinite power. 

 

Buddha, surrounded by golden light, visions soar into the sky. 

 

Demons, black fog, absolute annihilation. 

 

Huge Buddhas and demons are separated from the sword light, and at the same time, they shout and 

suppress. 

 

"Hehe, in that case, I'll join the fun." 

 

With the laughter of Ren tiannv, there is a layer of bondage of the heart rippling like water waves. 

 

The bondage of the soul to contain heaven and earth is equivalent to burning a powerful soul force and 

hitting the depths of the heart. 

 



This scene took place in the depths of the void, the junction of the past and the future. 

 

Only a few dozen people can feel something, and they just feel it. They don't understand what 

happened. 

 

Hundreds of millions of people in the rest of the world never knew that in the depths of ancient time 

and space, the four great powers of the world fought fiercely. 

 

More unprecedented miracles also happen at this moment. 

 

The three top powers, Mo Zu Wutian, Ren Feifan and the empress dowager, joined hands to fight 

against the feather emperor. 

 

The void gradually came to an end. 

 

After a shocking war, in the end, the invincible offensive of the double word formula was destroyed and 

scattered all over the galaxy. The fragments of martial arts can still pierce the starry sky and penetrate 

the sky. 

 

The three top powers are separated in three places. 

 

With a wave of magic ancestor's sleeveless robe, he took the lead in leaving. 

 

Before leaving, he looked at Ren extraordinary, looked calm and said, "Ren family's destiny, you can't 

protect him, I'll kill him under my palm to prevent future trouble." 

 

The voice fell, and the demon ancestor disappeared without a day. 

 

At the top of the void, the turbulent spiritual waves returned to the supreme mother, and the supreme 

daughter also left her attitude. 
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"Cultivate that boy well. Don't let the demon ancestor kill him. He will keep it for me in the future." 

 

Empty valley quiet sound dissipates without trace, leaving only Ren extraordinary alone in the starry sky. 

 

He couldn't help laughing bitterly. 

 

"How can this smelly boy cause trouble? Will make everyone miss him. " 

 

"But will this boy be above all of you sometime in the future?" 

 

"If there is a moment when you wait to look up, will I live or die?" 

 

"No matter life or death, this day is really something to look forward to." 

 

Ren Feifan turns around and returns to XuanZhen island. 

 

…… 

 

meanwhile. 

 

Ye Chen doesn't know the war in the depths of the void. 

 

Sitting in the cave, he first arranged a layer of Lingbao. 

 

These spiritual treasures are his body protectors. The fragments of the beast soul path have a long 

breath. If you are not careful, you can cut your body and cause damage. 



 

Ye Chen always believes in being careful and driving a ten thousand year ship! 

 

The pure aura surrounded him like a thin layer of haze, which had a special resonance with the 

reincarnation blood in Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen is like an old monk, regulating qi in his body. 

 

He has now collected several pieces of soul path fragments and integrated them into his body. 

 

Add one more piece, the reincarnation holy soul day will be complete, and its power will be increased. 

 

At that time, you can awaken the reincarnation holy soul day and summon it together with his 

reincarnation blood. I don't know what amazing effect it will have in battle. 

 

Ye Chen's consciousness sank into his body. 

 

The human soul path taken from Gu Tusu's body and the ghost killing path complement each other, one 

light, one dark, one black and one white, especially abrupt and very harmonious. 

 

He put the beast soul path sent by Ye luo'er into the reincarnation holy soul sky. 

 

Suddenly, fog filled the air, the roulette was turbulent, and strands of pure aura floated out and 

gathered into clouds. 

 

The essence of the so-called "beast spirit" lies in its strength of all animals. 

 

The power of beasts can be deduced from the origin of the universe and is the source of all the power in 

the world. 

 



The demon clan is a beast, the dragon clan is a beast, and the human clan is not a beast to some extent? 

 

The reincarnation of the five elements, breaking away from the arrangement of fate, constantly striving 

for self-improvement and changing life against the sky. 

 

This is the meaning of reincarnation. 

 

This time, the reincarnation holy soul day has a new soul path fragment, and the light has become more 

and more magnificent. 

 

The aura of the five elements appeared on Ye Chen's head and continued to enter the body along 

Tianyang acupoint. 

 

At this moment, in the secret corner of the cave, Ren extraordinary appeared quietly. He didn't interrupt 

Ye Chen's cultivation, but sat down quietly and observed the dynamics of Ye Chen's cultivation. 

 

The power emitted by the beast fragments surprised Ren extraordinary. 

 

Ye Chen's soul and divine sense become more and more powerful after extreme refining. 

 

There is a faint tendency to break away from the body and form itself. 

 

At this time, ye Chen should take action in time to take the wipe of heaven and earth consciousness 

born by the soul for his own use. 

 

Everything has spirit, which is given by heaven and earth. 

 

Cultivating into an immortal is to help each other. 

 

No matter how strong they are, they can't escape from the way of heaven. 



 

It's better than Hongjun's ancestors, who split a ray of light from the famine era, but only broke through 

the sky and left. It's far from destroying the four words of heaven. 

 

As the saying goes, the way of heaven is ruthless, but what should we say about the way of heaven, 

which moistens all things, nourishes all living beings and opens up thousands of boundaries of the 

heavens? 

 

Ye Chen pulled back the wisp of soul and merged it into the five elements. 

 

Deep in the shadow of the five elements, the light of the Seven Star Beidou came out. 

 

Under that light, what is covered up is a Tai Chi eight trigrams array, which turns quietly. Every needle 

and every moment corresponds to the rules of heaven, with infinite metaphysics. 

 

This time, Ren extraordinary was not only surprised, but shocked. 

 

It is said that the person with five elements, eight trigrams and seven stars Beidou is the only 

atmospheric transporter in the world and is favored by the way of heaven. 

 

After Ren extraordinary was shocked, he smiled with relief. 

 

Ye Chen is the Lord of reincarnation and follows the path of reincarnation. But from another point of 

view, he is not the Lord of reincarnation. 

 

Ye Chen is himself! 

 

As time went by, ye Chen's soul power soared. 

 

With the treasure given to him by Shen Tu Wan'er, ye Chen has successfully broken through the 

restrictions of the flesh and entered the Taizhen realm. 



 

Now he has accepted this fragment of beast soul path, and his soul power has doubled. 

 

Ye Chen's breath gradually converges. He spits out a mouthful of turbid qi and his soul recovers. 

 

Looking back, Ren Feifan nodded at him. 

 

"Well, your body and soul are already the strongest in the same realm. Next, focus on improving the 

power of reincarnation blood." 

 

Ren Feifan snapped his fingers, and a layer of void appeared behind Ye Chen. 

 

There is an ancient battlefield he specially built for ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen nodded and turned into it. 

 

The integration of beast soul Tao increased his strength a lot and directly entered the Taizhen realm. 

 

Based on his current combat strength, he is absolutely sure to win as long as he is not the opponent of 

the eight or nine layers of Baijia territory, or the perfect strong enemy of Baijia territory. 

 

In the virtual ancient battlefield, countless creatures shout and fight. 

 

Such as the powerful eight armed demon God and the treacherous one horned heavenly maiden, they 

are all non ordinary people. 

 

Ye Chen knows that this is the remains of the dead extracted by Ren Feifan from the real ancient 

battlefield, which has evolved into what it looks like now. 

 

Therefore, he never left his hand and treated these ancient creatures as real enemies. 



 

The roar of Longyuan Heavenly Sword shook the sky and kept forging ahead. 

 

In the battle after battle, the fit between Ye Chen's body and soul has gradually improved. 

 

He must become stronger and stronger before he can destroy the enemies across the road and protect 

those he wants to protect. 

 

Yelol. 

 

Shen Tu Wan'er. 

 

I will come to save you! 

 

…… 

 

At the same time, Taishang world, a mysterious place. 

 

There is plenty of aura and lush grass, and birds and animals play in the forest. 

 

Far away from the mountains and rivers, the magnificent palace is built near the mountains and near the 

water. It is close at hand and seems to be far away. 

 

The periphery of the palace is covered with a light curtain. When you touch it gently, you can see not 

the palace, but the terrible hell. 

 

This is one of the forbidden areas in the world, Capricorn abyss. 

 

No one expected that the supreme daughter would build a palace here. 

 



Through many checkpoints, you can reach the depths of the palace. It looks like a gorgeous palace, but 

there is no decoration inside. 

 

The only place decorated is the deepest hall. 

 

On the magnificent seat in the center, the supreme lady who does not wear powder sits at will. Her 

temperament is actually dusty. She is like a relegated fairy coming out of the fairyland. She charms all 

sentient beings with a smile and a smile. 

 

In the middle of the hall, a figure knelt there and dared not look up. 

 

That kneeling man is yeluoer! 

 

For a long time, the heavenly daughter sighed. 

 

"I regard you as my confidant, but you betray me. I told you to restrain your emotions and stay away 

from ye Chen. " 

Chapter 6740 

 

 

 

"But you don't listen. Forget the promise you made with me, yelo'er, or you will be the leader of the god 

religion?" 

 

Ren tiannv's voice suddenly became cold and fierce. 

 

It seems that a Tianshan Mountain has collapsed, and the invisible pressure has swept over from all 

directions, shaking the stars and subduing the universe. 

 

Ye luo'er didn't even dare to go out of the atmosphere. 

 



She is well aware of the supreme daughter's temper. She is moody. She can kill people and vent her 

anger if she doesn't agree with her. 

 

Life was no different from grass mustard in her eyes. 

 

Ye luo'er took a great risk to send something to Ye Chen this time. 

 

She is ready to be blamed by the heavenly daughter. 

 

The Empress Dowager looked at ye luo'er and her eyes were full of complex colors. 

 

All along, she has always been very fond of Ye luo'er and wants to train her to be the leader of her own 

branch. 

 

Unfortunately, it backfired. 

 

In that case, let's play the last value of the bait. 

 

The regret in the eyes of the supreme lady disappeared, replaced by coldness and determination. 

 

"In that case, I'll send you to the devil killing secret place and see if your reincarnation Lord will come to 

save you." 

 

When ye luo'er heard this, her delicate body trembled, but after all, she didn't raise her head and 

whispered yes. 

 

…… 

 

Ye Chen and Ren Feifan lived on XuanZhen island for a day. During this period, they constantly honed 

their accomplishments and increased a lot. 



 

"Elder Ren, can you see the clue in this box?" 

 

Ye Chen put the small box in front of Ren extraordinary and wanted him to see a difference. 

 

Rao, with Ren's extraordinary eyesight, can't identify his real identity. He can only vaguely feel that it 

contains an earth shaking force! 

 

"If you open the lock on the box, you may get the chance to get it in the future, but during this period, 

you should keep the box away from others. Do you understand?" 

 

Ren Feifan opened his mouth and said to Ye Chen, his eyes reflected the ordinary appearance of the 

small box, but his look was very solemn, enough to see that he seemed to see some essence of the small 

box. 

 

"Yes, elder Ren." 

 

That's it. Another day passed. 

 

Lingshui treasure land, under the waterfall. 

 

Ren extraordinary, who was practicing, opened his eyes and looked up at a place in the void. 

 

In his eyes, it seemed that there was the evolution of space-time black holes, and layers of fog were 

removed. 

 

"Come with me. There are visitors on the island. It has something to do with you." 

 

Ren Feifan then soared into the air and went straight to the main peak of XuanZhen island. 

 



Ye Chen was confused and still followed up. 

 

In front of the main peak hall, XuanZhen had been waiting here. There was a man lying in front of him, 

wearing a black robe and weak breath. According to his face, he was a relatively young man. 

 

Ye Chen was curious. He just sensed the fluctuation of the void. It was obvious that this person came 

here through space. 

 

What is he doing here? Don't you know this is the stronghold of XuanZhen ancient family? 

 

However, when his eyes moved up and saw the light silver mark on the chest of the man in black, his 

pupils suddenly shrank. 

 

This is the symbol of Shentu family! 

 

XuanZhen looked at Ye Chen and nodded to him. A soft force poured out of his palm and held the man 

in black. 

 

The divine light was slowly healing the man in black, and soon he woke up. 

 

When he opened his eyes, the black man's eyes were still a little confused, but soon a touch of anxiety 

rushed up. He hurriedly stood and arched his hands at several people present. 

 

Looking at him, he seems to know Ren extraordinary and XuanZhen ancestors. 

 

"Senior XuanZhen, senior Ren, the younger generation's name is Shentu Longdu. I'm here to ask the 

Lord of reincarnation for help! Please also ask the Lord of reincarnation to save me, miss Wan'er of 

Shentu family! " 

 

Shen Tu Long turned his eyes and aimed at Ye Chen. 

 



He went to XuanZhen island with Shentu Waner last time and stayed for a few days, so he didn't see ye 

Chen, but according to the situation, it can be judged that this person is the legendary Lord of 

reincarnation. 

 

Except for him, no one should be qualified to stand beside the two strong heavenly kings, XuanZhen 

Laozu and Ren extraordinary. 

 

Hearing that Shen Tu Wan'er sent someone to help Ye Chen, he hurried forward and said in a deep 

voice, "come slowly." 

 

Shen Tulong looked dejected and told him all the things he had experienced. 

 

After they left XuanZhen that day, Shen Tu Wan'er did not immediately return to the supreme world, 

but found a habitat somewhere in the heart of heaven. 

 

The Shentu family in the world has been occupied by those traitors supported by the wanxu temple. 

Even if they go back, it will not help. 

 

Besides, Shen Tu Wan'er has used a clever way to get back Wuwei Tianjian. The next focus is to find the 

secret hidden in Wuwei Tianjian. 

 

The others also thought it was reasonable, so they stayed with them in the heart of heaven. 

 

Shen Tu Wan'er studied in a closed door. She really found a trace of the spirit of the real dragon and got 

the clue of the amazing secret. 

 

Shentu Longdu and the others were delighted. As long as Shentu Waner could master the secret, break 

through to a new level and regain the power of Shentu family, it was just around the corner. 

 

However, it is not as good as heaven's calculation. Yesterday, the sky was dark and dark. It was the 

enemy who killed them. The traitors of Shentu family and the people of wanxu Temple found their 

hiding place. 

 



Everyone was shocked and somehow revealed his whereabouts. 

 

Suddenly, someone in the group attacked their companions, wounded several people and went to the 

enemy camp. It turned out that there was a traitor between them. 

 

The two sides had a fierce battle. Shen Tu Wan'er was forced to leave the customs and summoned the 

sword spirit to forcibly drag down the enemies at the cost of the loss of original spirit. 


